The new collection of canteen and
conference chairs.
A wide range of colourful chairs which will fit perfectly
into any room or environment. A contemporary classic,
it combines ambience, functionality and high usability in
order to create positive meetings and joyful moments.
A collection with strong Scandinavian identity and
environmental thinking. RBM Noor marks a new
beginning in vitalising spaces and relations.
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RBM Noor 6080F
Fully upholstered in Innofa Twill Aquatic
Seat frame in polished aluminium
Wooden legs in natural colour

RBM Noor 6050
Polypropylene shell in Vanilla
4 leg tubular base in Snow

RBM Noor 6070S
Polypropylene shell in Graphite
Upholstered seat in Remix 2 123
Armrests in black painted steel
Footbase in black painted aluminium

RBM Noor 6060
Polypropylene shell in Sky
Sledgebase in Aqua

RBM Noor 6075
3D veneer shell in natural oak
Footbase in polished aluminium
Location: Pukebergs Glasbruk, Sweden
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CREATIVE
Slipping away from conformity to spaces that
inspire you, that stir your senses, with looks and
materials that carry messages. Spaces with new
impressions, where discoveries can happen,
where creativity and play takes place…
RBM Noor enhances the ambition of a room,
creating the right vibrations, encouraging activity,
enlivening people and minds. Making it easy to be
together.

RBM Noor 6050/55

RBM Noor 6060/65

RBM Noor 6080/85

RBM Noor 6070/75

Mixed RBM Noor models
Location: Pukebergs Glasbruk, Sweden
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RBM Noor 6060
Polypropylene shell in Graphite
Sledgebase in Steelgrey
Location: Kalmar Konstmuseum,
Sweden

Learning
Environments for learning must be versatile, they are
rooms for listening, talking, collaboration and sharing,
for group projects as well as for solitary thinking.
RBM Noor answers to all of this.
RBM Noor is slim, lightweight, easy to handle, arrange,
stack, store and clean. Its high quality features and
ergonomic excellence creates a comfortable sitting
experience.

RBM Noor 6060
Polypropylene shell in Graphite
Sledgebase in Steelgrey
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RBM Noor 6075
3D veneer shell in natural oak
Footbase in polished aluminium
RBM u-Connect table with
Polarwhite laminate top and
silvergrey painted legs
Location: Linnéuniversitet
Pukeberg, Sweden

RMB Noor 6070
Polypropylene shell in Vanilla
Footbase in black painted
aluminium

Classic Scandinavian quality and functionality
The pure and calm look of the base combined with an 8 mm seat
shell and organic 3D shape creates soft and user-friendly
surfaces. Offering optimal contact and support the chair is
suitable for all ages. RBM Noor vitalises any environment from
school, college and university classrooms to libraries, canteens,
meeting areas and creative spaces.
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RBM Noor 6050
Polypropylene shell in Vanilla
4 leg tubular base in Snow
RBM Twisted Little Star table with Polarwhite laminate
Location: Linnéuniversitet Pukeberg, Sweden

SOCIABLE
We are humans, we love to be together. Colleagues,
friends, partners. We love to connect, to realise ideas
and plans. We all value environments that enhance our
social activities.
RBM Noor is designed for your convenience and pleasure.
It is a genially simple, light and joyful collection of canteen
and conference chairs. A contemporary classic that adds
vitality to sociable places.

RBM Noor 6085
3D veneer shell in dark stained oak
Seat frame in black painted aluminium
Dark stained wooden legs
RBM Eminent table with birch laminate top and black painted legs
Location: Kalmar Konstmueum, Sweden
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Designed for love at first sight
RBM Noor is a vivid collection of comfortable chairs
that creates a good feeling amongst its users. Its
smooth surfaces and dynamic material combinations
provide a genuine design, which enables lightness
and joy in any environment.

RBM Noor 6080S
Polypropylene shell in Straw
Upholstered seat in Hallingdal 65407
Seat frame in polished aluminium
Wooden legs in natural colour
Location: Kalmar Konstmuseum, Sweden
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RBM Noor 6055
3D veneer shell in natural oak
4 leg tubular base in Steelgrey

RBM Allround table with black laminate
top and 4 leg black column base

RBM Noor 6060
Polypropylene shell in Graphite
Sledgebase in Steelgrey
Location: Pukebergs Glasbruk, Sweden
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MEETING
Todays workplace is made up of various
combinations from meeting and conference areas
to private workstations. The work environment
needs to be current, flexible and swift in order to
adapt to its many uses.
RBM Noor can contribute to any expression and
impression – playful, cosy, creative, avant-garde,
sophisticated, formal, executive…
Designed to enhance your everyday relations,
to vitalise any environment.

Mixed RBM Noor models
RBM Eminent table with Birch laminate top and black painted legs
Location: Pukebergs Glasbruk, Sweden
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RBM Noor 6070S
Polypropylene shell in Graphite
Upholstered seat in Remix 2 123
Footbase in black painted aluminium
Armrests in black painted steel
Location: Designarkivet in Pukeberg, Sweden
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Always with sustainability in mind
A low carbon footprint makes RBM Noor a
sustainable choice. It is resource efficient,
using both low-impact recyclable and recycled
materials. All joints and upholsteries are made
without gluing in order to make the chair easy
to dismantle and recycle. Chrome is prohibited
in the production of RBM Noor. Accordingly,
we have developed two new metal coatings
for the chair which are environmentally friendly.
RBM Noor also meets the strictest of indoor
climate requirements and carries a Greenguard
certificate.

RBM Noor 6050
Polypropylene shell in Poppy
4 leg tubular base in Metalsilver
Armrests in Metalsilver
Location: Designarkivet in Pukeberg, Sweden
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A combinable and
colourful collection
You choose the model, materials and colours.
Polypropylene seats come in six vibrant colours.
3D veneer seats are available in oak or darkstained oak. Upholstery is available on all
models. The 4 leg and sledgebase models can
be delivered in a number of colours and surfaces.
As can armrests. Wooden legs come in natural
and dark-stained ash, the aluminium footbase is
available either black or polished. RBM Noor has a
model for every application and interaction.
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the designers
The RBM Noor collection embodies a design adventure shared by three Scandinavian design agencies and Scandinavian Business Seating. A fusion of minds
looking beyond conformity, realising a chair with the spirits and qualities to
influence its environment.
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StokkeAustad
A rewarded design agency in Oslo,
Norway, creating value through design.
Revealing the essence of each design
challenge StokkeAustad creates holistic solutions. Seeing good products
not simply as a matter of aesthetics,
functionality and profit but also
identifying values in the process of
designing.

Form Us With Love
The studio Form Us With Love
operates from Stockholm, Sweden.
Guided by a strong belief that
holistic design is the way forward
they challenge convention in the
development and production of
everyday objects such as furniture and
lighting. In 2012 the Fast Company
listed FUWL as one of the world’s 50
most influential designers.

Susanne Grønlund/Grønlund Design
Susanne Grønlund/Grønlund Design
is an acknowledged and awarded
designer with a long term experience
in new product design and development in various categories. The studio
specialises in increasing sales through
innovative development and a strong
focus on the end-user’s needs. Susanne
Grønlund is rooted in the Scandinavian
design tradition, yet always looking for
inspiration.

www.stokkeaustad.com

www.formuswithlove.se

www.gronlunddesign.com

RBM Noor 6060SB
Polypropylene shell in Poppy
Upholstered seat and back in Remix 2 612S
Sledgebase in Lingon
Location: Konstmuseet Kalmar, Sweden
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Scandinavian Business Seating owns the brands HÅG, RH and RBM and is a
Scandinavian market leader in the design and manufacturing of seating for private
and public office environments. Together all employees work to realise
the company’s vision – To make the world a better place to sit.
Scandinavian Business Seating has its head office in Oslo and production units in
Røros, Norway and Nässjö, Sweden. Additionally the company has sales offices
in Denmark, Sweden, Germany, the Netherlands, UK, France, Singapore,
Switzerland and China.

Scandinavian Business Seating
Fridtjof Nansens vei 12
P.O. Box 5055 Majorstuen
NO-0301 Oslo
Norway

Tel: +47 22 59 59 00
E-mail: info-gpo@sbseating.com
www.rbmfurniture.com
www.sbseating.com

